


Transportation at the time; Caroline Mulroney as well as the owners of TACC and Argo. I have not been able to find documentation of this but it is my understanding that TACC
has a financial interest in these lands through ARGO. 
Ryan Amato was Minister Mulroney's Director of Stakeholder relations in 2020. When I read both the Auditor General and Integrity Commissioners reports it made me wonder
about the process by which it was decided and authorized to create and evaluate new routes in Section 8. The interaction w/ Mr Van Loan and Ryan Amato was most intriguing to
me, that Mr. Van Loan had access to Mr. Amato and called him to inquire about Greenbelt removals (paragraph 138). Clearly they have a relationship professional or otherwise. 
In meetings earlier this year MTO & consulting staff were not able to immediately provide information that demonstrated the same level of studies and evaluation was completed
for the new  and/or modified routes. A comparative analysis  was shared at the 2019 Public Consultation Session. MTO was asked if the comparative analysis was done for the
new S8 Routes; it took almost 8 months to share something publicly that should have already been completed and on file. It appears that instead of the 2019 preferred route of
impacting 46Ha of the NKNSP the new preferred route in S8-5 will impact 13.5 Ha. It was suggested that feedback was to move the route, to preserve the developable land. I’m
quite certain that feedback didn’t mean increase impacts upon the Heritage Humber River to preserve developable land. 
I pointedly and repeatedly asked who authorized the release of Section 8-5 as the preferred route during a Spring, 2023 community meeting with MTO and their consulting staff. I
was given no answer and made it understood that staff avoided & would not answer this question. 
Upon approval of York Region's Official Plan Nov 4, 2022 there was a change to land use designation (agriculture to rural) on the Greenbelt adjacent to these lands. It is unclear
why the Ministry of MAH made this change, if there was a request or if it just magically happened. Refer to Appendix 1. It appears special policies that permit active recreation
have also been extended to these lands. Even though this was never presented during the York Region Official Plan consultations or when ROPA7 was brought forward to lower
& upper tier Councils. To add insult to injury the landowner is seeking to stuff all of the parks w/ unproven, underground storage water tanks under the Greenbelt portions that
were redesignated from agriculture to rural. https://pub-vaughan.escribemeetings.com/filestream.ashx?DocumentId=148127



Separate Issue but Perhaps of Interest

Block 55 brought forward a Block Plan for Council approval at the Committee of the Whole Meeting Sept 12, 2023. 
In paragraph 85 of the Integrity Commissioners report the landowner indicates they spoke with Mr. Amato about MTO related business items. I couldn't help but wonder if they
ever talked about the small portion of these lands that remained within the FAA and likely prevented the development from proceeding. 
These lands were also subject to a 2017 Greenbelt removal and there was much controversy and ambiguity at Council on if these lands were allowing development on the
Greenbelt or not. 

Thank you for reading and I look forward to your responses. 
 
Irene Ford




